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DAVID J. SAKRISON 
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, University of 
California, BerIceley, California 94720 
For a source with a known probability distribution, a Shan- 
non's rate distortion function, R~(d), specifies the minimum 
channel capacity required to transmit the output of the source 
with average distortion ~ d. In practice, the encoding system 
must often be designed when only vague information is avail- 
able concerning the source distribution; i.e., it is known only 
that the source distribution is a member of some class ,~. It is 
thus important to extend Shannon's theory to cover this case. 
In this paper we define a rate distortion function for a class of 
sources, R,~(d), and prove a coding theorem. This theorem 
establishes that R,~(d) is the minimLtm channel capacity re- 
quired by any system which can transmit each source in ~ with 
average distortion =< d, and that for a compact lass of sources 
this rate can be approached as closely as desired. Further, we 
show that for a compact class, R,~(d) is the sup of Re(d) over 
all a in ~. This last result is important in that it greatly sire- 
plifies the computation of R,~(d). 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
U Random source output  symbol 
Random receiver output  symbol 
a Index on source distr ibut ion 
~/ Index on transit ion distr ibut ion 
Class of source distr ibutions 
P~ (u, ~) a7 probabi l i ty  distr ibut ion 
E~{.  } Expectat ion ~dth respect o av distributio~z 
I~v (U; U) Average mutua l  information ~ i th  respect o av distri- 
but ion 
[~v or I~v(u; ~) Random variable corresponding to above 
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R= (d) Rate distortion function for source a 
R, (d) Rate distortion of the class 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the source ncoding problem shown in Fig. 1. 
Shannon's original work (1948, 1960) considered the case in which the 
source is known to the designer of the encoding system. This is in distinct 
contrast ,o many physical situations, e.g., space experimentation, i  
which either only vague a priori knowledge of the source is available or 
only limited data such as estimates of second moments are available to 
the designer of the eneoder. The objective of this paper is to consider 
what is the best that can be achieved by a single fixed encoding system 
that must be designed to work with any source from among a class of 
possible sources. In particular we show that if the rate distortion function 
is suitably redefined then the positive and negative sides of Shannon's 
encoding theorem (Shannon, 1948, 1960; Gallager, 1968) still remain true. 
The treatment involved is to a certain extent he dual of the encoding 
theorem for a class of noisy channels considered by Blackwell, Breiman, 
and Thomasian (1959) and our proof of the positive side of the encoding 
theorem isbased on a lemma of Gallager (1968) and some of the methods 
used by Blackwell, Breiman and Thomasian (1959). Our results how- 
ever, are in some respects in distinct contrast to those pertinent o en- 
coding for a class of channels. Dobrushin (1963) also considered the 
encoding of a class of sources. However, there are some definite distinc- 
tions between our work and his. We comment on these later in this sec- 
t.ion. 
We denote the random output of the source by U and the random 
replica of U generated by the decoder at the receiver by U. At the outset, 
we shall consider sources whose outputs are sequences of independent 
identically distributed random quantifies U. The random source outputs 
U take on values u which are points in a separable metric space ~ whose 
metric we denote by p (. , • ). A source is then characterized byits proba- 
bility distribution. We will index source distributions by a and denote a
ICHANNEL: I ,.,, 
FSOURCE ~L~ XI CAPACITY IY U 
IR sY. O.S  NCOOE,, c NATS I-;  OECOOE  > 
[PER SECONDI - i |PER USE~ 
FI~. 1. Source encoding problem 
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class of sources by .. The open sets of ~t determined by p will be meas- 
urable sets for all source distributions considered. 
We consider two distortion measures. One, we refer to as the mean 
distortion measure, is defined by a distortion level in which the distance 
function d(U, U) is just the metric p 
[l ~ E{D} ~= E{d(U, U)} ___a E{p(V, U)}. (1-1) 
The second distortion measure, which we refer to as the indicator dis- 
tortion measure, is defined by a distortion level given by 
a~o ~ E{Dp0} ~ E{d~o(U, ~?)}, (1-2) 
in which the distance function d~0 is given by 
o if p(u, ~) < p0 (1-3) 
de0 (u, ~) = 
1 if p (u, ~) _-> p0. 
In most cases the statements we make apply to both distortion measures; 
only when it is necessary to distinguish between them will the subscript 
p0 be included in our notation. 
Let 0 denote a reference point in "4; if ~ is also a vector space we take 0 
to be the zero vector. We assume for any c lass,  of sources to be con- 
sidered that 
~.{p(u, 0)} < K0 < ~, (14) 
for all a E -. We further assume in the positive side of our coding theorem 
that the class ~ of sources is what we term compact. We say a class of 
sources is compact if, given any e~ > 0, we can find a totally bounded set 
~t' (i.e., "a' can be covered by a finite number of neighborhoods of any 
given radius) and a function u, = uv(U) with range "4' such that 
E, id(U, Up)} =< e~, (1-5) 
for all a E ~. Note that since the space "4 is separable, inequal~iy (1-4) 
implies that for a given a such a set "4t can always be found. For a finite 
class ~, the union of such sets would again be totally bounded, and hence 
a finite class ~ is always compact. The essence of our definition of com- 
pactness is that all the a E , must have most of their probability mass 
concentrated on a common totally bounded set ~P. 
Having delineated the mathematical scope of our work, we now outline 
the results contained in this paper. In the balance of this section we in- 
troduce the necessary notation, define the rate distortion function for 
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class of sources, and state the coding theorem which is the principal re- 
sult of this paper. In Section 2 we prove the negative side of the coding 
theorem. In Section 3 we prove the positive side of the coding theorem 
for a finite class of sources and in Section 4 this is extended to include a 
compact class of sources. Section 5briefly considers sources with memory. 
Section 6 then concludes by considering several examples of compact 
classes of sources for which we can evaluate the rate-distortion function 
and also discusses limitations on the mathematical structure of our theory. 
A reader who wishes to first obtain the flavor of our results without cop- 
ing with the details of the proofs can do so by reading Sections 1 and 6 
complete, and the statements of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 and the proof 
of Theorem 2, all in Section 3. 
If L source outputs, u i ,  • • • , uL  are blocked together, forming an L- 
extension of the source, the resulting L-tuple will be denoted by 
U = (U l ,  * ' ' ,  UL), (1 -6 )  
and the corresponding decoder output by 
= (~,  . . . ,  ~L). (1-7) 
Similarly , if channel inputs and outputs are denoted by x and y respec- 
tively, we denote blocks or N-tuples of such quantities, forming an N- 
extension of the channel, by 
x = (xl, " "  , xN), (1-8) 
y = (y~, " " ,  yN). (1-9) 
When L source outputs are blocked together, the random value of 
distortion averaged over the block is denoted by 
L L 
/) ~ d(U,U) ~ (1 /L )~d(Uz ,  U~) ~ (1 /L )~n~ (1-10) 
l~ l  l~ l  
As stated earlier, we index source distributions P,  (u) by a and denote a
class of possible source distributions by ~. We will index transition proba- 
bilities, corresponding to a test or hypothetical encoder-channel-de- 
coder mapping, by "~ 
P~(~t  l u ) .  
Distributions or expectations that depend on both the source and transi- 
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tion distributions will be so labeled 
Po~(u, ~) = P~,(~ l u)Po(u) 
P~.~(~) = f~ P~,(~ l u) dP~(u) 
E~ (D) = ff~sx ~u p (u, ~) dP~ (u, .~). 
(t-~) 
(1-12) 
(1-~3) 
The Randon-Nikodym derivative of the measure P~ (u, ~) with re- 
spect to the measure P~ (u)P~ (~) we denote by 
A~(u, ~) ~= dP~(u, ~) (1-14) 
d[P,(u)P~(~)] " 
When the measure P,~ is continuous with respect o Lebesque measure, 
this quantity is merely the ratio of the corresponding density functions. 
We denote by I.~ (U; U) the average mutual information between U and 
for the distribution defined by Eq. (1-11). In the only situations of
interest his quantity will be finite, the derivative of Eq. (1-14) Mll 
exist, and we can take by Pinsker (1964, p. 10) the information density 
to be 
I.~(u; ~) = In h,~(u, ~). (1-15) 
Evaluated for specific values u and ~, this quantity is a function of u 
and ~ ; when the arguments U and U are random, we denote the resulting 
random variable by I~ .  The average mutual information I~  (U; U) is 
given in terms of the information density by (Pinsker, 1964, p. 10) 
I~(U;  U) = E~{I~v} = ff x ~ Ion(u, ~) dP~/(u, ~). (1-16) 
The average mutual information for a block of L source and decoder out- 
puts is denoted simply by 
/~  (U; '0), 
and the corresponding random variable by I~  
~--_ L I~, (O; U) E~{I,~u,. (1-17) 
We now define a particular subset of transition distributions. For any 
non-negative number d we define 
r~(d) = {v:E~{D} =< d} = {v:E,~.y{d(U; )} _-<. d}, (1-18) 
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and 
r~(d) = {~:E~{D} < d for all~ E ~} -= n l~(d). (1-19) 
aEet 
We use the above notation for either the mean or indicator distortion 
measure when the threshold value of the indicator function is understood; 
when it is necessary to specify this threshold value p0, we write 
r~(d, p0) = {'Y:E~{Dp0} < d all ~ E ~}, (1-20) 
and refer to this as a d, p0 distortion level. 
In the above notation, the rate distortion function for a single source 
a is simply 
R~(d) = inf I~(V ;  U), (1-21) 
~/E ra(d) 
For a class ~ of sources, we define the rate distortion function to be 
R,~(d) = inf sup I~(U;  U). (1-22) 
~'E ra (d)  aE a 
Note that in general this rate is greater than or equal to 
sup inf I~(U;U)= supRa(d). (1-23) 
aEa ")'Era(d) aEa  
This corresponds to the situation in finding the capacity of a class of 
channels, where the capacity of the class (even for a finite class) may be 
strictly less than the minimum capacity of any single channel in the class. 
In that setting, examples can be given (Blackwell, Breiman, and Thoma- 
sian, 1959) for which such strict inequality holds. In the source ncoding 
situation, by contrast, we can show that for a compact class of sources the 
two rates of Eqs. (1-22) and (1-23) are equal. Thus there is a distinct 
conceptual difference between coding for a class of sources and the dual 
problem of coding for a class of channels. This difference is evidenced 
clearly in the method of proof of Theorem 2. This equality is also of 
considerable practical importance, because the rate of Eq. (1-22) is 
extremely difficult o evaluate, while the rate defined by Eq. (1-23) can 
be obtained easily in a number of instances of practical importance. 
As in the ease of a single source, the function R~ (d) is monotone non- 
increasing and convex in d. The monotonicity follows simply from the 
fact that the set 1~ (d) does not diminish with increasing d.The convexity 
is proven as for a single source (Gallager, 1968); select arbitrary dl, 
d2, and 8, all greater than zero. Let 71 and ~,2 be distributions in r~ (dl) 
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and I~ (d~) respectively such that 
sup I~,(U; ~]) < Ra(d~) -~ ~ i = 1, 2. 
ce Ea  
Let the distribution 5, be given by 
P~(a ] u) = OP~l(~ [ u) + (1 - O)P~2(~ [ u). 
Then from the linearity of the expectation 
~ ro[Odl + (1 - 0)d~] 
Further, as we shall show in Section 2, I~v (U; (~) is convex in -y so that 
for any a 
I~s(U; U) <= OI~I(U; CI) + (1 -- O)I~2(U; U). 
Taking the sup with respect o a over both sides of this inequality ields 
sup I,~(U; U) <= OR,~(dl) + (1 - O)R,~(d2) -[- & 
new 
Since this inequality holds for an arbitrary positive ~, we have 
R,~[Odl ~- (1 - O)d2] <= R,~(dl) + (1 - O)R,~(d:). (1-24) 
The significance of the rate R .  (d) lies in the following theorem, the 
negative side of which is proven in Section 2 and the positive side in Sec- 
tions 3 and 4. 
SOURCE ENCODINO THEOREM 
Negative Statement: Consider designing an encoder which connects 
the source output U and the decoder output U via a channel and yields a 
distortion level less than or equal to d for each source a in a class ~ (not 
necessarily compact). Then the capacity of the channel must be at least 
R~(d) Rats per source symboI. 
Positive Statement: Consider blocking sequential source symbols into 
L-tuples of source symbols and encoding each generated L-tuple of 
source symbols into one of M possible L-tuples of source symbols. If the 
class of sources is compact, then given any d > 0, ~ > 0, it is possible to 
find a sufficiently large L and a set of M L-tuples such that mapping 
source outputs into this set of M L-tuples yields distortion 
E.{D} =< d-{-~ a l la  E a, (1-25) 
with 
M -___ exp {L[R~.(d) + ~]}, (1-26) 
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and 
R,u,(d) = sup R,~(d). (1-27) 
aEa 
Note that since from the definition of R ,  (d) 
R,=(d) > supRa(d),  (1-28) 
aE~ 
the positive and negative sides of the Theorem imply that 
R,~(d) = sup R•(d), (1-29) 
aEa 
fo r ,  a compact class of sources. Since equality holds, one might ask why 
we do not take the right hand side of Eq. (1-29) as the definition of the 
rate of a class, since it is a simpler entity than R ,  (d). Our answer is that 
R,~(d) is more basic to the structure of the problem; the negative part 
of the Theorem holds with R~ (d) for an arbitrary class ~, while the posi- 
tive part holds with sup Re(d) only for a compact class. The reader 
should also note that since the positive side of the coding theorem holds 
only for a compact class, R= (d) has the usual interpretation as the mini- 
mum required transmission rate only for a compact class; for an arbi- 
trary class R~ (d) is only a lower bound on this rate. 
At this point we can contrast our results with those of Dobrushin 
(1963). He stated a coding theorem for a compact class of sources, but 
his definition of compact is rather different han ours. He considers a 
finite set J '  of distributions to be ~ dense in a class,  if for any event E 
in the probability field and any distribution a C = there is a distribution 
a C such that 
IP: , , (E) - P,~(E) I < ~. 
His definition of compact then is defined as a limit on how fast the number 
of distributions in ~" need grow as ~ approaches zero. His definition is 
neither narrower than ours, for it allows probability spaces that are not 
metric spaces, nor is it broader, for there are classes of distributions on the 
real line which are compact under our definition and not under his. I t  
seems natural to take advantage of the limitations introduced by the 
distortion measure in defining compactness; moreover, our definition of 
compactness is considerably easier to verify in practice (particularly for 
an engineer) than Dobrushin's. Further, the mixing condition that we re- 
quire in Section 5 for sources with memory is weaker than the uniform 
mixing condition of exponential rate stated as a sufficient condition for 
the coding theorem by Dobrushin. 
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2. THE NEGATIVE SIDE OF THE CODING THEOI£E~I 
Consider encoding blocks of source outputs of length L onto a time- 
discrete channel of Cnats per use. Let N denote the number of channel 
usages available in the time interval taken to generate L source vectors. 
If the encoding system yields an average distortion per source vector 
less than m" equal to d for any a E -, then the following relation must, hold 
between C and R~ (d) 
NC >= LR. (d) .  (2-1) 
Proof. We first develop an inequality that will be useful. 
X =f (U)  and fJ = g(Y), 
for some measurable functionsf and g Thus U is dense in (X, U), and 
is subordinate to Y and hence (Pinkser, 1964, pp. 37-38) 
I(V, X; Y) = I(II; Y) __> I (g ;  5"). (2-2) 
Further, from Kolmogorov's formula (Pinsker, 1964, pp. 37-38) and the 
fact that Y depends on U only through X 
I(U, X;Y) = I(X; Y) + I (Y ;U IX  ) = [(X; Y). (2-3) 
For N independent uses of the channel 
NC >= I (X, Y). (2-4) 
Combiulng Eqs. (2-2)-(2-4) yields 
NC > Z (V, U). (2-5) 
Making repeated use of Kolmogorov's formula 
L 
I(u; fJ) = Ez(u~ ;~l vl, . -- ,  u,_i), (2-6) 
/=1 
and from ffolmogorov's formula and the independence of the Ul 
z(u~ ; ~[ u1, - . . ,  u,_l) 
= I (Lh ; f J ,  Sh , . . . ,U~_ I ) - I ( ( :~;U~, . . . ,U~_~)  (2-7) 
= t (Uz  ; [I, ~;~, . . .  , U~_~) > I (U ,  : (~). 
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Combining Eqs. (2-5)- (2-7), we obtain 
L 
l= l  
This inequality holds for any a~ distribution; the subscripts were omitted 
for convenience. Now consider an arbitrary encoder-channel-decoder 
cascade; we require only of this cascade that it yield dsitortion 
E~{/5} = d for all aC  ~. 
In what follows we will use C to denote the capacity of the channel in this 
cascade and ~'z to denote the transition distribution between U~ and Uz 
induced by this cascade. We now define the transition distribution -~ by 
s 1 
P,;~(u, ~) = ~ .T, P'rz(ulu)P"(u)" (2-9) 
The corresponding measure on U is 
P~v(F) = f'a×~ dP;~(u, ~), (2-10) 
for any measurable s t F defined by ~. The average distortion between U 
and U for the arbitrary cascade mentioned above is given by 
1 E,~,ID~} = f d(u, ~) ~ 1 dp,~,z(u ' ~) = E,7{D}. (2-11) 
Thus by the hypothesis on the performance of the cascade E,~v{D} <= d 
for each ~ C ~, and the distribution ~7 must be in F~ (d). 
Now Iet us consider the right hand side of inequality (2-8). Let 
Ej X F j , j  = 1 , . . . , J ,  denote a partition of ~ × ~t. We have for 
any 
P.~z(Ej 
> L  lnF x F,) ] × F,) 
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use having been made of the well-known inequality (Pinsker, 1964, pp. 
21-22) 
J log rj rl + . . .  q- r~ r~- >_- @1 q- " -  q- r~) log ~-1 q- q- uj '  
j= l  U.i 
for any set of non-negative ry and uj.. Piek a partition for which the right 
hand side of inequality (2-12) is within ~ of L times I.-~(U; U). Let the 
1eft hand side of this inequality be denoted by A and the right hand side 
by B. Then we have for any a 
L 
~I .~, (U , ;  (/,) >= A >= B >= LI~~(U; U) - e, 
Since this holds for any e, we have 
L 
~__,I.r,(U, ; (],) >- LI.~(U; U) all a. (2-13) 
~=1 
Recall that this inequality holds for any L-tuple of a-~z distributions, it 
only having been assumed that the Uz were independent. A trivial 
modification of the above argument can be used to show that the mutual 
information is convex in % Combining inequalities (2-8) and (2-13) 
yields 
NC >= Linty (U; U) all a C ~, (2-14) 
and hence 
NC >= Lsup I~(U;  (7). (2-15) 
aEa 
Final]y, since 37 ~ F.(d) 
NC >= LsupI~7(U; U) >= L inf supI.~(U; U) = LR.(d). (2-16) 
aEa ~lEI~a.(d) otEa 
3. THE POSIT IVE  S IDE  OF  THE CODING THEOREI~- -F IN ITE  CLASSES 
OF SOUI~CES 
The positive side of the coding theorem is proven by a random coding 
argument. The starting point is a proof of the source coding theorem for 
a single source due to Gallager (1968). Let us define the following dis- 
tributions on L-tuples of source outputs. 
L 
P°(u)  = IIP.(u,) (3-i) 
/=1  
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L 
(Qlu) = I I  P,( zl u,) (3-2) 
l= l  
P,~ ((e) = f~ P~ (~ J u ) dP, (u) (3-3) 
L 
P~(fi)  = f~×...x~P~(al u) dP~(u) = ~V~p~(~) (3-4) 
l=1  
P,~(u, fi) = P~(f i lu)P~(u) (3-5) 
An (L, M) source code is a set of M L-tuples of source outputs, 
ul ,  u2,  • • • , u~.  An ensemble of source codes is generated by selecting 
sets of M L-tuples, each L-tuple in a set being drawn independently 
according to the distribution P~(f i ) .  The probability measure on this 
ensemble we denote by Pc • A source is encoded by selecting a set of M 
code words (L-tuples) from the ensemble and mapping a generated 
source L-tuple fi into the code word fi~ which minimizes 
d(u, t~) m = 1, 2, . . .  , M, 
with arbitrary selection of a code word it the minimum is not unique. 
At this point we relate ¢he probability measure Pc governing source 
vectors and code words to the probability measure P=~ generating the 
ensemble of codes. 
LEMMA 1 (Gallager 9.3.1): Let R* and d* be arbitrary positive numbers 
and a.y an arbitrary distribution. Define the set A by 
A = {u, fi:I,~(u, fi) > LR* or d(u, fi) > d*} (3-6) 
Then 
Pc{/) > d*} _-< P~(A)  -~ exp {--Me -LR*} (3-7) 
the probability Pc[D > d*} being the probability over the ensemble of codes 
and ensemble of source outputs that a source output U lies at distance greater 
than d* from one of the M code words in the set. 
For completeness we give a proof of this lemma here, our proof being 
a generalization of Gallager's proof from a discrete to an arbitrary meas- 
ure space. 
Proof. For an arbitrary u define A~ as the set of fi for which u, fi C A 
(note that A~ is measurable) 
Au = {fi:Ia~(u, fi) > LR* or d(u, fi) > d*}. (3-8) 
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hi general the conditional probability Pc{/) > d*lu} need not exist as 
an integrable function of u; in the case at hand we can show that it is 
bounded by an integrable function of u 
Pc{/) > d*[u} = Pc{d(u, u~) > d*,m = 1, 2, . . .  , M} 
M 
= I~P{d(u ,  urn) > d*} (3-9) 
< [1 -- fA u dP,~(fi)] at. 
Now for u and fi C A,f 
A.~ (u, fi) = < e ~R*, (3-10) 
so that inequality (3-9) can be weakened to 
Pc{/5 > d*]u} < [1 -  -L,*c e jA u a . ,  (u, f i )dP . ,  (fi)]". (3-1l)  
Now 
(1 - 5x) M <= 1 - x + e -M~, (3-12) 
(see Gallager's Eqs. 9.3.22-23) identifying f~ with e -I"'* and .r with the 
integral, inequality (3-11) can thus be weakened to 
P~{b > d*lu} < fa~A~(u,  fi) dP~(f i )  + exp{--Me-L'*}. (3-13) 
Integrating both sides of this inequality with respect o P , (u )  over ~l 
then yie]ds 
P~{b > d*} <= f~ dP~(u,  fi) + exp { -Me -L"*} 
= P,v{A} -~ exp {--Me-LR*}. 
At this point we give a proof of the positive side of the coding theorem 
for a single source due to Gallager (1968). Although this is not our ob- 
jective, we need to make use of these ideas at a later point. 
THEORE~I 1 (Gallager 9.6.2). Let R, (d)  be the rate distortion function 
of a source a. Then for any d > 0 and any 6 > 0 there exists a (sufficiently 
large) L a~d an (M -~- 1, L)  code with 
M <= expL[R~(d) + 6] (3-14) 
and 
E~{/)} < d -t- ~. (3-15) 
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Proof (after GaUager). Let ~'o be a distribution in I~, (d) such that 
(3-16) I~,0 (u; ~) _-< R~ (d) +~ 
We consider an ensemble of (L, M) codes generated by P,,0 (fi) and 
apply Lemma 1, selecting d* = d + ~/2 
R* = R° (d) + -~, 
and 
yielding 
M == exp [L[R~,(d) + ~8]}, 
P~(D>d+~< P.,o (A) + 
in which 
> d+f f  = I,,.~ o 
exp {-- eL~/4}, (3-17) 
or /3 
> [I~,o (U; ~) +~]) (3-18) 
D = i,1 ~l=~ Dz -- 1,1 ~z=, d(Uz, Uz), (3-20) 
and the right hand sides of both equations are sums of independent 
identically distributed random variables. Further (Pinsker, 1964, p. 13) 
S.~o { I/.~o [} -<- 2 +/ : ,o  (U ;0 )  < oo, 
e 
and 
1 i~u0L = [,1 ~,Z=l I~o (u~, ~l), (3-19) 
Now by the independence of the (Uz, U~), l = 1, .. • , L under the dis- 
tribution defined by Eqs. (3-1)-(3-5) 
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and 
E,~o{iDt]} = E~0{Dt} =< d < ~¢. 
Thus by the weak Iaw of large numbers (Feller, 1966) Pa~o{A} cai~ be 
made as small as desired by making L sufficiently large. Thus, from in- 
equalities (3-17) and (3-18) we have 
P~tD > d q- < 3(L), (3-21) 
in which 3 (L) can be made arbitrarily small by making L sufficiently 
lane. For convenience l t B denote the event D > d q- U2. Then 
E~o '~1), = < d + ~) + P~o (B)E,~,o{D I B}.  (3-22) 
If when the event B occurs we map the source output into the zero vector 
1 
P~0 (B)E°~0 {p(U,, 0) I B}. (3-23) P~',o (B)E..to If) i BI = f ,=~ 
Now consider any positive valued random variable V and any set B and 
let do be picked such that 
P{ V > do} > P{B}, 
then 
P(B)E{VIB} = f ,  vdP(v) ~ J'~>=aovdP(v). (3-24) 
Combining inequalities (3-23) and (3-24) with V = p (U, 0) 
P,,yo (B)E,,uo{D I B} =< f,>=Jo vdP(v) ,(3-%~-,, 
ButE{V} =< K0 < oc,thus 
lim f~>=eo v dP (v) = 0. (3-26) 
do.--) 
The right hand side of inequality (3-25) may thus be made less than a/2 
by making do sufficiently large; this is accomplished by making L suffi- 
ciently large and 3 (L) sufficiently small. This remark coupled with in- 
equality (3-22) completes the proof of the Theorem. 
We now proceed to the source coding theorem for a finite class of 
sources, , = l~k}, k = 1, - . .  , K. 
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T~EOR~ 2. Consider afinite class of sources, ~ = Ink}, k = 1, . . .  , K. 
Let 
Rm~x(d) = max R,k(d), (3-27) 
k~l ,  • • " ,K  
Then for any d > 0 and ~' > 0 there exists a suOiciently large L and an 
(L, M + 1 ) code with 
M < expL[R .... (d) + 5'], (3-28) 
and 
E,K{D } <= d + 8' all ak C ~. (3-29) 
Proof. Consider ak and apply Theorem 1 with ~ = 5'/2. Then for ak 
there is an (L~, Mk q- 1) code with 
Mk < expLk[R,~(d) + 5'/2], (3-30) 
and 
E,~D} <= d -~ 5'/2. (3-31) 
Such a code may be constructed for each ak C -. Let 
L = max/L~,  L2, . . .  , LK, (2 logK)/~}, (3-32) 
and construct a new code of block length L for each ak in ~. Each such 
code consists of M~' L-tupies plus the L-tuple of zero "vectors." Let the 
union code fo r ,  be the set of all 
M 
M = M 0', (3-33) 
L4uples plus the zero L-tuple. This union code yields distortion deter- 
mined by Eq. (3-31 ) for any o~k C ,~. Further this union code has a total 
number of L4uples bounded by 
K 
M -+- 1 = 1 q- ~M~'  
k=l  
K 
< i -~- ~ exp {L[R.~ (d) + 5'/2]} 
=< 1 q- Kexp  IL[Rm~(d) q- ~'/2]} (3-34) 
= 1 q- exp I L [R~(d)  q- 5'/2 q- ( logK/L)]} 
=< 1 -F exp {LIRa,s(d) -q- ~']}. 
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This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
4. THE POSITIVE SIDE OF THE CODING THEOREM--COMPACT 
CLASSES OF SOURCES 
We now extend our proof of the positive side of the coding theoremto 
compact classes of sources as defined in Section 1. The import of our 
definition of compact is, that given a compact class ,, we can find a 
finite class ," of sources with a rate distortion function arbitrarily close 
to R, (d)  and such that a code for ~" works for any a C -. 
Let us proceed to construct such a class ," for an arbitrary compact 
class ~. For arbitrary values of ea, e2 > 0, we pick a at~ and u~ (-) satis- 
fying the hypothosis of a compact class; we then select a partition of 
at~ with maximum radius e2 • We denote the sets in this covering by atj. 
and let us denote a fixed interior point in atj, j = 1, 2 , . . .  , J = 
J (e~) < oo. Consider the random variables Uv = % (U) and 0v = % (~?) 
which take on values on cat and let 
P,~lat] X atk} = P,~{% C atj , (tp E q.tk}. 
For any given ~ (_ ~, we then construct a probability measure d~'  on 
{u]} X {uk} by 
p~,,~, (j, k) ~ P,~,~, (us , ilk) = P~{q~s X atk}, (4-1) 
and denote the class of such source measures by .,'. The random variables 
defined by the mappings at~ --~ us, at~ --+ uk, we denote respectively by 
U' and U.  
Let 7' denote the transition probability corresponding to 7 defined 
by Eq. (4-1). The triangle inequality and Eq. (1-5) then imply that if 
T C F, (d), then 
"1" C F., (d -t- 2el + 2e2), (4-2) 
for the mean distortion measure and if 7 C F,~(d, p0), then 
~' ~ r°, (d + 2~, p0 + 2~), (4-3) 
for the indicator distortion measure. This follows simply by regarding 
the mapping from U' to U' as the composition of a mapping from U ~ to U 
which induces P~ on U, the ~y mapping from U to U, and the mapping 
from U to U.  Further, if % ( . )  is picked to be the mapping from at onto 
p ! 
at' that minimizes d(u, u~), then given any a C - ,  there is at least one 
~ . such that dy '  is a partition of aT, and hence (Pinsker, i964) 
Io,,~,(U'; U)  _-< Io,(U; U). (4-4) 
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We next generate a finite class J '  of sources as follows. We pick an 
integer Q. Then for a ~ven a' C J let the largest of the 
p,e (j) = P .  ('ltj), 
be denoted by p~, (jo). For any j # jo select Qp,~, ( j)  to be the integer 
such tha~ 
Qp,,,(j) < Qp, . ( j )  < (QJr -1)p, , , ( j )  j=  1,2, . . .  , J ;  j q - jo ,  (4-5) 
and 
Then 
J 
p. , , ( jo)  = 1 - ~ z, . , , ( j )  
3=1 
f#Jo 
O < p~.( j )  - p~,(j)  <= (Q)  j ¢ jo 
(4 -6 )  
J 
o < p, , , ( jo)  - ; , , , ( j o )  < 
Further, if we require 
Q > 2,/2, (4-7) 
then from Lemma 4 of Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian (1959), we 
have 
P,' (i) <= P," •)e 2s=/Q all j. (4-8) 
Let us now consider the joint measure 
P..~,U, k) = p . . ( j )p~, (k l j ) .  
Using inequalities (4-6), we have 
[p.,,~,(j, k)  - p.,~,(j, k)j < p~, (k l j ) tpa . ( j )  - p.,(j)[ 
< f J /Q  j = jo (4-9) 
= ~,I/Q j # jo all k. 
Then 
I P.,,~,, (k) -- p~,~, (k)[ < k [ P-'~' (J, k) -- p~,~, (j,/c)l 
<__ J /Q  q- ( J  - 1) /Q < 2 J /O all k. (4-10) 
From Lemma 1 of Blackwell, Breiman, and Thomasian (1959), we have 
that for 
then 
Writing 
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[P -P ' I  < e< e -1, 
i p lnp - -  Inp' t < 
(4-11 
(4-12 
L.~,(U' ;  U)  = ~p. .~, ( j ,  } ; ) ln~, , . / ( j ,  I~) 
j ,k 
- ~2 po,, (J) In ~, ,  ( j) 
3 
- ~p~.~,(/,')Inp.,,~.,(k) 
and using inequalities (4-6). and (4-9-12), we have 
[ I,,,?, (U'; L?') - L,?, (U'; U) I  =< 6j2/Q l''z. (4-13) 
We also need a bound relating E,,,~,{D} to E,~,?,{D}. Unfortunately 
this bound cannot be as tight. Let 
d .... = max d(u~, ul°), (4-14) 
j ,k=l,2,  •. - j  
(note that d~ -<- Je2 or 1). Then, from inequality (4-6) 
J 
E.,,~,{D I~} - zo,~, IDI~} = ~ [p~,,(j) - p°,( / )]Eid(~,,  ~) t~}.  
j= l  
Since this holds independently of k, we have 
E,~,:,,{D} - E,,~,{D} < d ,~( J  - 1)/Q <= dm,J/Q. (4-15) 
Let us now summarize the behavior of the class of sources ~". Com- 
bining inequalities (4-2-5), (4-13), and (4-15), we see that for any 
~" ~ J '  and ~' there is a corresponding a ~ , and 7 such that 
I~,,~,,(U', U') <= I~(U;  (7) + 6j2/Q ~/2, (4-16) 
and that 3' C Y, (d) implies for the mean distortion measure 
,y' ~ r . .  (d -+- 2e~ -1- 2~2 -t- d .... J /Q),  (4-17) 
while for the indicator distortion measure -/~ Y,(d, p0) implies 
"y' C r.,, (d -t- 2e~ + dm~J/Q, po -Jr- 2e2). (4-18) 
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Further the number of sources in J '  is bounded by 
K __< (Q -f- 1) J. (4-19) 
We thus have a finite class of sources whose rate distortion performance 
can be made arbitrarily close to that of the original class a. We must 
now examine how a code designed to handle J '  would work for ~. We 
! 
first consider the performance of such a code for ~, the extension to a 
being easily handled later. 
f f 
Consider any source a E ~. For any such source we can find an 
a t' E -" such that inequality (4-8) is satisfied. Thus on any point u~ in 
the L-fold product space {u~.,} X . . .  X {u~.L} 
P~,,{u~-} ~ P~,,{uj} [exp (2J2/Q)] L. (4-20) 
Let P~,,, denote the probability measure over an ensemble of codes 
f f  ! 
generated by the probability measure a ~.  Then Eq. (4-20) implies 
that when this same code is used on the source a' 
P~,,{/) > d*} ~ exp (2LJ~/Q)P~,,,{D > d*}. (4-21) 
Thus to establish that the union of the K codes generated by the a" E t ,  
works for the class J we require an exponential bound for P,~.{/) > d*}. 
Such a bound was not developed earlier because the general structure of 
the probability space did not allow it; here we are working with a finite 
probability space. 
LEMMA 2. Let P~,, denote the probability distribution over the ensemble 
t of (L, M)  codes generated bya ,y , with 
M = exp [L (_T + 61)], (4-22) 
i = I . . . ,{U ' ;  C/t} = E I I . , ,~ ,} ,  (4-23) 
and 
= Eo.~,{D}.  (4-24) 
Then for 62/d .... < -}, 63/J 2 < ½, 
Pc..{/) > d + 62} =< exp [--L(61 -- 3,)] 
(4-25) 
+ exp [--L6,2/3J 2] + exp [--L622/3 2 d~] .  
Proof. Applying the union bound to Lemma 1 and setting 
R* - I + 33, d* = c~ -f- 32, (4-26) 
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yields 
Pc~,,{b > d -t- ~2} =< exp [L(~ -- ~)] + P..~,{D < cl -t- ~2} 
(4-27) 
-Jr- P,~,,~,{I~.~, > L ( i  + 63)}. 
Let us first consider the last term in inequality (4-27). For convenience 
we drop the ak"3" subscript. Using the Chernof bound, for any t > 0 we 
have 
P{ I  L >= L~} <= E{exp [t(/L -- L~')]} = e-'~rE{e tzL} 
(4-2s) 
= e-tLrEL{ea}. 
Making the necessary adjustments for change of sign, we have for 
0 < t < 1 from the proof of Theorem 3 of Blackwell, Breiman, and 
Thomasian (1959) that 
E{e t~} -<_ 1 + t i - -F2 (1 - -  t 2) < exp t f -F  2(1- -  " (4-29) 
Letting/" = i ÷ 53, setting t = 53/J 2 < ½, and combining inequalities 
(4-28) and (4-29) yields 
{ E P{ I  ~ > L ( I  -~- ~3)} -<_ exp -L  t~ 2(1- Z ~2) (4-30) 
-<_ exp {--L~2/3j2}.  
Next we consider the second term in inequality (4-27) and again ornJt 
a"-r ~ subscript for convenience. Again using the Chenof bound, for any 
t>0 
P{/9 ~ ~'} =< Eexp [t(LD -- L~')] = e-tCrE{e ~Lv} 
(4-3t) 
= e-t~rEC{etD}. 
But, for some ~, 0 < 0 < 1 
E{e t'} = E 1 + tD + ~ 02e t <= t • ~2 tdrar, x 
t2 72 tdmax~ 
) 
(4-32) 
2 Letting ~ = it + 52 , t = ~2/d .... < ¼ d~x,  and combining inequalities 
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(4-31) and (4-32) yields 
P{D > d -b ~2} = exp -L  t~2 -- ~ m~xe tdm~" (4-33) 
2 = exp {--L~/3dm~x}. 
Combining inequalities (4-27), (4-30), and (4-33) then completes the 
proof of the Lemma. 
At this point we are in a position to prove the main Theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let . denote a compact class of sources and R~ (d) (or 
R~ (d, po) for the indicator distortion measure) the rate distortion function 
for a source a ~ .. Let R~., (d) = sup, e. R, (d). Then for any d > O, 
> O, there xists a sw~ciently arge L and an (L, M) code with 
M =< exp [L(R~,, q- 3)], 
and 
E~{D} < d+~ all a C -  
for the mean distortion measure and 
E,{Dpo+an0 } _-_ d+ 7~/10 all aE ,  
for the indicator distortion measure. 
Proof. For a given 3, select 
el = e2 = ~/10. (4-34) 
This determines J ,  the number of e2 neighborhoods required to cover ~' .  
With J determined, set Q to be the smallest integer such that 
6/10 > max { 6J2/O ~/2, Jd~,,:/Q, 2J2/Q, 24J4/58Q, 30J ~ d2m,~/~Q}. (4-35) 
Let us assume for reference that we have enumerated the K sources 
H H 
in J ' .  Consider an arbitrary source in ~ , say the kth, ak . This source 
was generated in mapping ~ into the discrete space {u~.} by some source 
or sources in .. Pick any such source a that gets mapped into ak and 
refer to it as ak. Then for ak there exists a ~ in r~ k (d) or r.~ (d, o0) such 
that 
I ,~(U;  U) <= R~k --k ~/10. (4-36) 
Thus, combining inequalities (4-16) and (4-36) 
i = I~ , (U ' ;  U) = R~k + ~/5. (4-37) 
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Similarly, from inequalities (4-17), (4-18), (4-34) and (4-35), we have 
that for the mean distortion measure 
~" C F~,, (d q- 5/2), (4-3S) 
and for the indicator distortion measure 
V' ~ r,;/, (d + 3~/10, p0 + ~/5). (4-:~U) 
If we now apply inequality (4-21); and Lemma 2 with 
51 -~-  7U10, 52 = 5/5, ~3 = 5/2 
we have for any source a' that gets mapped into a / '  
Pc.,{/) > d q- 7U10} < exp (L2J2/Q){exp ( - LU5)  
(4-40) 
+ exp (-L~2/12J 2) + exp (-L6Z/75d~m~x)} -~ fl(L), 
for the mean distortion rneasure and 
Pe~,{l%0+~/~ > d + ~/2} __< ~(L),  (4-41 
for the indicator distortion measure. Writing out the expression for fi (L 
and using inequality (4-35), we have 
fl(L) = exp [ -L (U5  - 2J2/Q)] 
-~ exp [ -  L (56/12J 2) (6/5 - 2454/5(~Q )] 
2 + exp [--L(U15d~)(6/5 - 30J 2 dm~,,/6Q)] (4-42 
< exp ( -LU10)  q- exp (--L62/150 2 d ..... ) 
L21  2 . + exp (-- 5/ 50dmax) 
Leg us last pick L suffieie~atly arge that 
2(L) d~x <- U10 (4-43) 
and 
( l /L ) logK <= (J/L)log (Q + 1) -< 5/10. (4-44) 
Then for any source a' nmpped into a/ ' ,  the ensemble of codes generated 
by ~k"7' yields 
E~,{~0} =< d + 7~/10 + fl(L)G,~ <= d q- 4~/5, (4-45) 
for the mean distortion measure and 
E~.,{/),o+~/5} < d q- ~/2 q- fl(L) Clm~ < d q- 3U5, (4-46) 
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for the indicator distortion measure. Next consider all the sources a C - 
that get mapped into a~"; when such a source has its output u mapped 
into {uj, j = 1, • .. , J}, yielding a source a', the additional error is no. 
greater than 
E1 "~ ~2 = 6/5, 
for the mean distortion measure, while for the indicator distortion meas- 
ure no more than el -- 6/10 is added to the average distortion level and 
e2 -- 6/I0 to the threshold value p0. Thus for any source in ~ that is 
mapped into a~'~, the ensemble of codes generated by P~ ' yields 
Eo,{/)} _< d + 6, (4-47) 
for the mean distortion measure and 
zc~{3,0+~/i0} < d + 7~/10, (4-4S) 
for the indicator distortion measure. 
To complete the proof, we note that all the above statements hold for 
/ !  w t! 
any a E - • Further, the code for ak has 
M = exp {L( i  + ~1)} =< exp {L(R~k + 9~/10)} 
points. Then from inequality (4-44), the union of the codes for all 
KJ  E ,J' have less than 
K max exp {L(R~ + 96//10)} =< sup exp {L(R~ + 6)}, 
k~l ,  • • " ,K  ~ Ea  
points. Further the union code guarantees performance given by in- 
equality (4-47) or (4-48) for all a E -. 
5. SOURCES WITH MEMORY 
We now consider briefly under what conditions our theory holds for a 
stationary time-continuous source U(t). For an arbitrary value of T, we 
will consider a basic source output to be a section of U(t) of T-seconds 
duration, so that u now corresponds to a sample function u (t) and U to 
the collection of random variables Ut,  where in both cases t ranges over 
an interval of duration T, to < t _-_ to + T. We take T > T~ and consider 
distortion measures of the form 
p~(u, ~) = (T -- Ta)-~f~p(s)ds, (5-1) ~ 
in which p (s) is the result of a time-invariant operation from u (t), g (t), 
0 -< t -< T onto a function on (T~, T]. We assume this operation is such 
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that Eq. (5-1) defines a metric. A detailed iscussion of such a distortion 
measure and the evaluation of Ra(d) for several classes of random 
processes i to be found in Sakrison (1969). 
We denote the average mutual information between a T-second section 
of U(t) and U(t) by I~r (U ;  U). The rate distortion function for a 
T-second section of a source or a class of sources is then defined as before 
in terms of pr(u, ~) and I~r (U ;  U); we denote these by R~.(d) and 
R~r (d) respectively. The rates for a source or a class of sources are then 
defined as 
R~(d) = lira T-1R~r(d); Ra(d) = lim T-1R~r(d). (5-2) 
T ~  T -~ 
Shannon (1960) has shown that one may us lim instead of lim inf in the 
above. Further, Gallager (1968, Lemma 9.8.1) has shown that for L an 
integer 
R~ (T) = inf R~Lr (d). (5-3) 
L 
For a compact class in which R~r (d) = sup~e~ R~r (d), the same equality 
thus holds for R~ (d). 
The proof of the negative side of the coding theorem goes through un- 
changed, except that one may skip the steps between Eqs. (2-6) and 
(2-8) and work with I (U;  U), making use of Eq. (5-3) for R,~(d) at the 
end. 
The positive side of the coding theorem requires a condition in ad- 
dition to stationarity. Berger (1968) has shown that for a single source a 
condition which he refers to as block ergodicity is sufficient. This con- 
dition is slightly stronger than ergodicity and less stringent han the 
weak mixing condition. For a finite class of sources our proof required 
only that we construct a good code for each source in the class, hence this 
same condition is sufficient for a finite class. However for an infinite 
compact class it was essential that P~,,{D > d + ~I and hence P~,{A} 
decrease xponentially with L. To obtain this we need a condition com- 
parable to the strong mixing property to hold uniformly for the sources 
in ~. We now define this property. 
For any T, let if0 r denote the z-field spanned by the random variables 
Ut, 0 < t <-<_ T. For any N, let E~, • • • , EN be any N events, each belong- 
ing to ~0 r. Let S ~ denote a shift of ns seconds, so that S~E~ is the event 
E~ defined on U(t -5 ns), 0 < t <-_ T. We then require for all a C 
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Pa S'~E -- IX P{E,~} <= e(El, . . . ,  E~) (5-4} 
n=l  
l ime (El, . . . ,  Ex) = 0. (5-5) 
$~eo 
Note that the convergence thus needs to be uniform over ,  but not over 
~0 r. This property is neither broader than the strong mixing property, 
since it requires N-wise rather than just pairwise factorization, or is it, 
narrower, since the events in question eed only be in if0 r. I t  is implied by 
and broader than the uniform strong mixing property used by Rosenblatt~ 
(1956) to establish a central limit theorem. 
To establish the positive side of the coding theorem, we first pick T 
sufficiently large that T-IR,r (d) is within some fraction of ~ of R ,  (d). 
Next we pick L sufficiently large that the coding theorem would hold 
with some fraction of ~ if the L T-second sections of U (t) were inde- 
pendently distributed. We now take the source output U (t) on the in- 
terval (0, MLT], and divide it into LM T-second sections. These are 
then grouped into M L-tuples of T-second sections, the mth L-tuple 
consisting of the L sections 
V(t):[(m -- 1) + (l -- 1)M]T < t =< [(m -- 1) + (l -- 1)M + 1IT 
l=  1, . . . , L  
each separated by (M - 1 ) T seconds. Now as before, let U' denote the 
quantized source and u~ an L-tuple of quantized sections; us takes on 
only a finite number (jL) of values. Therefore, for any given e we can 
pick M sufficiently large that 
! 
max IRa, (uj) - P:,, (uj) ] =< P (uj)e, (5-6) 
anna n 
in which 
L 
P: ,  (uj) = I I  P~,, (uh), (5-7) 
denotes the distribution which would exist if the L T-second sections were 
independently distributed. Inequality (5-6) is possible since P (ui) = 0 
if P ' (uj)  = O. 
For each a" ~ ." we now generate a code using the marginal distribu- 
tion P.,,,,(fi~) obtained from the distribution P.. , ,(u~, ilk) = 
P~,, (us)P,, (ilk t u,), with 
L 
P~, (~ t u,) = I I  P r  (~,-, I u,,), (5-s) 
l= l  
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and in which Pv, (ilk i u~ ) is again a distribution yielding average mutual 
informatio1~ arbitrarily close to R~r (d). Now for these codes, it follows 
directly from Eqs. (5-4) and (5-5) that for M sufficiently large inequality 
(4-20) will still hold with an additional fraction of 3 added. 
We nmst last show that inequality (4-25) still holds, increased by some 
arbitrarily smalI factor. Now let the marginal dish'ibution P~,v, (g~:) be 
defined from 
l ! P~,,~, (u~, a~) --- P~,, (u~)P~, (~. I u~). (~-9) 
i t  then follows that inequality (5-6) will hold for P~,,~, (fi~) and P'~,~, (ilk). 
Now for e < ½, t < ~,  consider the Chernoff bound on P~,,~,{I L = > L.f}. 
Dropping the d"y' subscripts for convenience, we have 
E/exp (tlL)} = ~ ~l+t~~ 1" ~u  I uj)P(u:)p-t(f i~) 
j ,k 
_<_ ~ P~ *~ (a~ Iu;)P' (u~) (1 +~)P' - '  (~,.) (1 + 2~)' (5-10 
3,1: 
< (i + lze)E texp (1I~)}. 
In a much more direct fashion, a similar inequality can be obtained which 
applies to P{/) > fl.  Thus by making M sufficiently large and e suffi- 
ciently small, inequality (4-25) will still hold, inereased by some factor 
arbitrarily close to 1. Thus by suitably reducing the 8's in our original 
argument and appropriate use of the above inequalities, Theorem 3 can 
again be established. 
6. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION 
We now consider a number of examples and then briefly discuss the 
structure of our theory. 
In all the examples discussed, we consider a mean-square distortion 
measure, or in the ease of random processes or vector-valued random 
variables, weighted mean-square distortion measures, 
First, let us consider an example of a compact elass of sources. Let U 
be a real-valued random variable and let = be the class of all distribu- 
tions such that for some fixed e > 0 
E,¢I~,U] 2(~+')} =< K~ < ~, a l ia  ~ ,. (6-1) 
Consider u~(u) to be the function that truncates u to the inteIval 
[ -u0,  u0]. Then, using the H6lder inequality and a Chebyshef-style in- 
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equality 
f~f>~o u ~ dF , (u )  < E~2+'{[ U#~+~)}P'/~+~{{ U I > uo} 
=< Ks 7 (6-2) 
LiuoFTI+,) j <= gl[uo1-2°, all C o .  
The right-hand side of this inequality can be made smaller than any e~ by 
making u0 sufficiently large. The resulting interval I -u0, uo] is totally 
bounded (can be covered by a finite number of intervals of length e2 > 0) 
and hence this class of sources is compact. 
Let us now evaluate the rate distortion function for several classes of 
sources. First consider a gaussian random variable source with mean m 
and • 2 variance ~. Let the class ~ be all such sources with I m I < m0 < 
and 2 =< ~02 < ~. This class is compact since Eq. (6-1) is satisfied and 
R~ (d) is the sup of the rate distortion functions of the distributions in 
this class, namely the rate distortion function for a gaussian variable of 
arbitrary mean and variance z02 
R~ (g) = (½) In [z02/d]. (6-3) 
An example of more practical importance is to assume that the first 
and second moments of the random variable are known, E{ U} = m, 
var { U} = 2, since they can be estimated from measurements, but that 
nothing else is known about the distribution except hat it satisfies in- 
equality (6-1). Again this class of sources i compact and it is well known 
(Shannon, 1948; Sakrison, 1968, p. 481) that the largest rate distortion 
function in this class is that of a gaussian random variable of variance 2, 
so  
R,~(d) = (½) In [z2/d]. (6-4) 
Note that although the rate-distortion function for ~ is that of a gaussian 
variable, the code for ~ will be different han the code for a gaussian 
variable, the code for ~ containing additional code points (L-tuples of 
real numbers) contributed by other distributions dense in ~. 
A more interesting example of a class of sources is a random process 
source. Let U (t) be a random process and U (t) the reproduced version 
of the process. Let  a( t )  denote the impulse response of a frequency 
weighting error operator with duration T~ and let 
E( t )  = f [~[U( t  - ~-) - ~( t  - ~)]a(~) dr, (6-5) 
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denote the weighted error. We then take the distortion between a(0, T] 
section of U(t) and U (t)(T > T~) to be 
T '-~ cT 2 p(u,e) = ( I ' -  ~) j r~e (t) dt. (6-6) 
Let the process V (t) be defined by 
V(t) = f[~ U(t - r)a(r) dr. (6-7) 
We now consider a class of sources defined by the following conditions: 
(1) U(t) is a stationary random process atisfying the mixing con- 
dition of Section 5 
(2) the mean and power of U (t) are known 
(3) the process V (t) has a bounded fourth moment 
(4) the spectrum of V (t) satisfies 
So if) < k2/f 2. 
In a paper based on this work (Sakrison, 1969) it is shown that this class 
of sources is compact and the rate of the class is evaluated for three 
different cases, the cases differing in how much is assumed known about 
the spectrum of U (t). 
Next, let us comment briefly on the complexity required in encoding 
for a class of sources. Consider the class of random variables of kno~a 
mean and variance satisfying inequality (6-1). It is known (Sakrison, 
1968, p. 481 ) that for a gaussian source a rate can be achieved which is 
only fractionally greater than the rate R~(d) by simply quantizing a
single random variable and subsequently performing digital encoding on 
the quantized variable. However, for the class of sources under considera- 
tion, this is not so. The proofs of Theorems 2and 3 indicate that efficient 
encoding in general requires block lengths L (simultaneous quantizafion 
of an L-tuple of random variables), where L is such that 
(log K) /L  << Re, 
and K is the number of sources dense in the class ~. For the example 
cited, there seems to be no way around this requirement. For the class of 
gaussian sources of unknown mean this is not so, for one can collect a 
long block, calculate the sample mean, and then encode the sample mean 
and the individual normalized random variables in a simple fashion. 
It would be of possible interest to consider extending our theory to non- 
compact classes of sources; in so doing, a number of questions naturally 
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arise. First are there physically interesting examples of such classes? 
Second, our proof of the positive side of the coding theorem depended 
heavily on compactness. Is it possible that  there ~tre non-compact lasses 
of sources with finite R~ (d) for which no code at rnte close to R~ (d) 
exists? Lastly, are there classes which are neither compact under our 
definition or Dobrushin 's  and for which 
sup R~ (d)? R,~(d) 
ot E a 
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